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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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Professional Interests

Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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Wesl

ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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elements of the relational hierarchy are visible at a single glance; rather, only elements that are
relevant to the user's present view are shown in the pan+zoom visualization scheme.

Example displays of the Galaxy of News system
(Source: the o4ginal pap*: reproduced *

Sarkar, M., S. S. Snibbe, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Reiss. "Stretching the rubber sheet: a metaphor for
viewing large layouts on small screens/' UIST'93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press, 1993.81-91.

The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretches an area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, the method contains
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple foci, which
fisheye views do not support.

Examples of the rubber sheet metaphor
(Redrawn from originate.)
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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tundra
Professional Interests

Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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Wesl

ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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elements of the relational hierarchy are visible at a single glance; rather, only elements that are
relevant to the user's present view are shown in the pan+zoom visualization scheme.

Example displays of the Galaxy of News system
(Source: the o4ginal pap*: reproduced *

Sarkar, M., S. S. Snibbe, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Reiss. "Stretching the rubber sheet: a metaphor for
viewing large layouts on small screens/' UIST'93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press, 1993.81-91.

The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretches an area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, the method contains
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple foci, which
fisheye views do not support.

Examples of the rubber sheet metaphor
(Redrawn from originate.)
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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walls and floating trees." These visualizations are "designed to shift work to your perceptual
system, freeing the conscious mind to work on larger problems/'

Nabkel, I. and E. Shafrir. "Blazing the trail: design considerations for interactive information
pioneers." SISCHtEalkSfl, 27.1 (1995): 45-54.

This article describes two products: HP UVE Help (hypertext style) and Access HP (WWW
information service, URL: http://www.hp.com). Recognizable metaphors (e.g., street signs
indicate directions) are used to help users create cognitive spatial map of the information space.
The paper illustrates the iterative process of the metaphor design.

Feiner, S. and C Btsbeis. "Worlds within worlds: metaphprs for exploring n-dimcnsional virtual

- V • „ ' * - • • ' tas * " • •'

This paper describes the worlds within worlds' metaphor, which uses a common approach to
reduce the complexity of a multidimensional space by holding ̂ he or more of its independent
dimensions constant to reduce a world's dimension to 3D, then embeds in the 3D world another
3D world that represents tt|ree additional Wgter dimensions. The position of the teibedded
world's origin relative to the containing world's cootdinate systooa spadfies tl« value of tiuee of
the irmerworM's variables ^
recursive nesting of heterogeneous workb to Represent 4ht remainitig dimensions. The example
application is in ttu§ financial visualization dolnain.

Sarkar, Mv S. S. Snibbc, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Keiss. "Stretching the rubber shatt: m mrtaphor for '
viewing large t o y o i i t e o n sni& « m ^
The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretch the area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, this paper describes
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple focuses, which
fisheye view does not support.
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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Professional Interests

Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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elements of the relational hierarchy are visible at a single glance; rather, only elements that are
relevant to the user's present view are shown in the pan+zoom visualization scheme.

Example displays of the Galaxy of News system
(Source: the o4ginal pap*: reproduced *

Sarkar, M., S. S. Snibbe, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Reiss. "Stretching the rubber sheet: a metaphor for
viewing large layouts on small screens/' UIST'93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press, 1993.81-91.

The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretches an area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, the method contains
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple foci, which
fisheye views do not support.

Examples of the rubber sheet metaphor
(Redrawn from originate.)
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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walls and floating trees." These visualizations are "designed to shift work to your perceptual
system, freeing the conscious mind to work on larger problems/'

Nabkel, I. and E. Shafrir. "Blazing the trail: design considerations for interactive information
pioneers." SISCHtEalkSfl, 27.1 (1995): 45-54.

This article describes two products: HP UVE Help (hypertext style) and Access HP (WWW
information service, URL: http://www.hp.com). Recognizable metaphors (e.g., street signs
indicate directions) are used to help users create cognitive spatial map of the information space.
The paper illustrates the iterative process of the metaphor design.

Feiner, S. and C Btsbeis. "Worlds within worlds: metaphprs for exploring n-dimcnsional virtual

- V • „ ' * - • • ' tas * " • •'

This paper describes the worlds within worlds' metaphor, which uses a common approach to
reduce the complexity of a multidimensional space by holding ̂ he or more of its independent
dimensions constant to reduce a world's dimension to 3D, then embeds in the 3D world another
3D world that represents tt|ree additional Wgter dimensions. The position of the teibedded
world's origin relative to the containing world's cootdinate systooa spadfies tl« value of tiuee of
the irmerworM's variables ^
recursive nesting of heterogeneous workb to Represent 4ht remainitig dimensions. The example
application is in ttu§ financial visualization dolnain.

Sarkar, Mv S. S. Snibbc, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Keiss. "Stretching the rubber shatt: m mrtaphor for '
viewing large t o y o i i t e o n sni& « m ^
The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretch the area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, this paper describes
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple focuses, which
fisheye view does not support.
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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Introduction
SEED, a Software Environment to Support the Early Phases in Building Design, intends to

encourage designers to explore conceptual alternatives and to iterate over design concepts in order to
derive at a most promising design scheme. It supports the rapid generation of computable
representations of alternatives and variants of alternatives based on explicitly stated requirements.
Designers may modify dynamically requirements as their perception of the problem at hand evolves
through work with SEED. They receive consistent feedback as SEED evaluates the current design after
each design decision against the current requirements1.

Designers work incrementally by starting with more abstract design versions, which they
successively refine, or by adding pieces to a design at a given level of abstraction. Designers are able to
pursue alternative paths, to return to temporarily abandoned design versions at a later time in the same
design session; or to store any version persistently in a database, from which it can be retrieved later
either by an explicit call or by using cme4ased search techniques.

The representation used by all parts of SEED is object-based, that is, both designs and
requirements are represented as collections of related objects, which—in turn—ire instances of classes
from which they inherit attributes and behavior. Problems (collections of requirements) and their
solutions are first of all distinguished in SEED by type. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces
on a floor is distinct, on the one hand, from the problem of determining which spaces should be placed
on that floor and, on the other hand, from the problem of placing partitions between the spaces on the
floor. SEED offers specific solution generation operators for different types of problems. In the
incremental design process supported by SEED, an object representing a problem or solution is derived
from another object of the same class; that is, parent/child relations exist between problems on the one
hand and solutions on the other hand A problem and the solutions generated for it constitute a design
space. The (intermediate or complete) solutions in this space are its states, which are related through
parent/child relations. Design states can be nested within design states if they refine part of a solution
generated at a more abstract level. For example, the problem of laying out the spaces on a floor refines a
state that determines which spaces go on which floor.

It has been clear to the SEED developers from the outset and confirmed through experiments
with potential users that designers using SEED can easily get lost in the multiple design spaces they are
able to generate and populate with a potentially very large number of objects. It is common to call the
features that distinguish nested design spaces and the states in any one of the subspaces the dimensions of
the spaces. Users navigate this space by moving along any dimension, for example, by moving from a
higher abstraction level to a lower one or vice versa; by revisiting states in a space; or by expanding a
space through the generation of additional states or the modification of problems. Users need intelligent
navigation aids if they are not to get lost on the way.

We review in this report the literature related to design space navigation. The report is self-
contained; that is, it may be of interest to readers concerned with issues that differ somewhat from those
encountered by the SEED developers. However, we do point out if a source sheds light on an issue of
specific importance in the SEED context.

The sources listed in the report cover two main subject areas: information navigation and
information visualization. Information navigation is further subdivided into the following subareas:
• Cognitive mapping: the cognitive theory of how humans find their way;
• Empirical studies of human cognitive processes during the execution of navigation tasks, such as

navigating in a file system directory space or in a library database;
• Navigation frameworks: the overall concepts and/or metaphors employed in systems that

support information space navigation, where the term information space is a metaphor and not to

1. For an overview of SEED, see: Hemming, U. and R. Woodbury. "Software environment to support early
phases in building design (SEED): Overview" Journal of Architectural Engineering 1 (December 1995),
147-152.
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be confused with space in the physical world;
• Direct manipulation of visible information: a technique popular in the field of human-computer

interaction that allows users to interact directly with data in an information space;
• Query, search and filter: utilities that allow users to focus on the data of interest in an

information space.

Infonnation visualization contains the following subareas:
• Visualization frameworks: overall concepts and systems set up to visualize an abstract

information space;
• Visualizing hierarchical and other relational structures such as trees or networks;
• Visualizing multi-dimensional information, that is, information that can be categorized and

retrieved according to multiple aspects or features;
• Multiscale displays: alternative views into the same informaition space with different resolutions

of its data;
• Translucent/transparent displays: stacking multiple views in a limited screen area using

translucent or transparent displays;
• 3D displays/effects: visualization using 3D objects or effects (such as perspective views);
• Visual metaphors: metaphors employed by systems to assist the visualization of information.

A source may be multiply listed if it covers several of the areas mentioned above. The selected
sources cover research and applications in human-computer interaction, database management,
hypennedia systems, World-Wide Web (WWW) search, computer graphics, and other areas related to
information management. This review is by no means complete. However, the selected sources are state-
of-the-art and representative of the areas they cover.
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Information Navigation

Cognitive Mapping
Cognitive mapping has been the primary theory of human spatial cognition proposed in the

literature. Three main cognitive mapping strategies have been identified: egocentric, fixed, and abstract
systems of reference (see Hart and Berzok 1982). Researchers have demonstrated that both children
(Down 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985) and
adults (Garling, Book and Lindberg 1985; Mandler 1988) use these three strategies in various situations.
They construct through these different strategies different cognitive maps. Lynch (1960) observes that a
person may have different images of a city and that these images are "arranged in a series of levels,
roughly by the scale of area involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street
level to levels of a neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region" (Lynch 1960, p. 86). Tversky (1993) refers
to these images as cognitive collages which "are thematic overlays of multimedia from different points of
views/' (Tversky 1993, p. 15) Furthermore, landmarks are the essential elements in human cognitive
maps or collages (Down 1985; Garling, Book and Undberg 1985; Golbeck 1985; Hart and Berzok 1982;
Lynch 1960; Mandler 1988; Pick and Rieser 1982; Somerville and Haake 1985; Tversky 1993); they
"facilitate the encoding and retrieval of information about spatial location/' (Golbeck 1985)

There appear to be dear distinctions between spatial maps of elements found in the physical
environment and data in an information space; in the physical world, the landmarks stand out from a
surrounding ground, which has structure of its own and is able, for example, to relate landmarks
geographically to each other, not only in terms of proximity, but also in terms of more absolute directions
(north/south etc.) so that people who know where they are in this ground can orient themselves
generally in space. Information spaces have no such ground; that is, the pieces of information 'float'
around all by themselves with no mediating 'matter1. We have not found any discussion of these
differences in the literature and would be hesitant to apply findings from the realm of cognitive spatial
maps directly to information space navigation. However, we list the following sources because we find
them suggestive. For example, design space navigation could incorporate landmarks as general
orientation points, but may have to allow users to select their own landmarks since—unlike in physical
space—these landmarks are not preexisting. As another example, a navigation tool may be able to
display design spaces at arbitrary levels of details and allow users to identify /store their abstraction
settings. This would enable users to control the associations between their own cognitive maps and
abstract views of design spaces.

Downs, R. M. "The representation of space: its development in children and in cartography.'
Development of Spatial Cognition Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates, 1985.323-345. ~

This paper presents a theory of the representation of spatial information in human cognition and
relates its development to the evolution of map-making (cartography).

Garling, T., A. Book and E. Lindberg. "Adults1 memory representations of the spatial properties of
their everyday physical environment" The Development a& Spatial Cognition. EcL Cohen, R.
HUlsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 1985.141-184.
The authors present an information processing model of adults' spatial memory. In this model,
properties of the environment are cognitivly mapped. The mapped properties are places, spatial
relations (spatial inclusion, metric spatial relations, proximity), and travel plans.
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Golbeck, S. L. "Spatial cognition as a function of environmental characteristics/'
Spatial Cognition. Ed. Cohen, R. Hillsdale, NJ: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 19
The authors describe a list of environmental characteristics that influence spatial cognition. These
characteristics are classified into two broad categories: structural features (landmark, containing
feature), and organizational features (clustering, orientation, saliency).

Hart, R. and M. Berzok. "Children's strategies for mapping the geographic-scale environment"
Soatial Abilities: develooment and physiolcftti^l fftŷ flaitiQnflf- Ed* Poteftal M. New York, NY;p Q p f
Academic Press, 1981147-169.
This paper describes three cognitive mapping strategies: egocentric (myself), fixed (landmarks),
and abstract systems of reference (roads, orientations). Two broad categories of way-finding
strategies are identified: sequential strategies (ordinal mapping, interval mapping, and accurate
route mapping), and survey strategies (loose typological mappings, accurate simultaneous
display strategies (like a real map)).

Lynch, K. The Image of the City. Cambridge, MA: The Technology Press & Harvard University Press,
1960.

Lynch introduces paths, edges (boundaries), districts, nodes (points, spots which observers can
enter), and landmarks (a type of point reference) as image-forming elements in cities. Landmarks
can be elements as different as a tower, a hill, a signpost, a tree, or a doorknob. A landmark can
be easily identified if it has a clear form, contrasts with its background, or has a prominent
spatial location.
The global image of the environment is a set of images, which more or less overlap and are
interrelated. "They were typically arranged in a series of levels, roughly by the scale of area
involved, so that the observer moved as necessary from an image at street level to levels of a
neighborhood, a city, a metropolitan region." (p.86)

The author refers to Warner Browns study1 of human way-finding behavior:"... subjects seemed
to use at least three different kinds of orientation: a memorization of the sequence of movements,
usually difficult to reconstruct except in correct sequence; a set of landmarks (rough boards,
sound sources, rays of sunlight that gave warmth) which identified localities; and a general sense
of orientation in the room space (for example, the solution might be imaged as a general
movement around the four sides of the room, with two excursions into the interiors)" (p.131).

cal and Euclidean representation."
i M h d

> and Euclidean representation.'
Davis, J., M Kritchevsky and U.

1988.423-431

Mandler, J. M. T h e development of spatial cognition: on i

BeUu^.Hulsdale ,N^J:La^^^^

Mandler identifies the importance of landmarks in human spatial cognition. The author observes
that"... spatial primitives of landmarks, containment support relations, and so forth seem to be
basic at all ages, with metric information secondary.... Landmarks play important and
distorting roles in the formation of cognitive maps at all ages In short, a number of non-
Euclidean properties seem to be die most essential aspects of spatial knowledge at all ages. We
code things as inside or outside of regions, nearby landmarks, on or under other things.
Typically we do not process metric details because they are unnecessary for our usual commerce
with the environment/' (p.430-431)

1. Brown, W. "Spatial Integrations in a Human Maze." University of California Publications in Psychology.
VS (1932): 123-134.
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AlttlUtPick, H. L. and I. J. Rk»«r. "Children's cognitive mapping/
, Ed. Potegal, M. New Yotk, NY: Academic Pr*ss, 1961107-128.

Hie paper describes how Pulawat Islanders navigate in the Pacific Oce«n. It again demonstrates
the use of landmarks, reference systems, and spatial inference during human spatial tasks. The
authors argue that the cognitive mapping process includes spatial inferences about relations
between locations, as well as updates of the relation between one's own position and all other
locations in space. They emphasize the process of mapping' rattier than the static cognitive 'map*
during human spatial tasks.

Somerville, S. C and R.). Haake. "The Logical Search Skills of Infants and Young Children/'

W e l ^
This study demonstrates that children understand spatio-temporal sequences and know how to
use them for searching purposes.

Tversky, B. "Cognitive maps, cognitive collages, and spatial mental models." CQSFT *p3. Mardana
Marina, Elba Island, Italy, September 1993. Eds. Frank, A. U. and L Campari. Springer-Verlag,
1993.14-24.
The author proposes the spatial cognitive model of 'cognitive collages* and argues that it fits
spatial behavior better than cognitive maps.

West, R. L. and C. W. Morris. "Spatial cognition on nonspatial tasks: finding spatial knowledge when
yno'r* not looking fo* IL» T1* pgyglcmm<mt n* ifcrtUI r ^ r t m , & r«kmt U M i l i e u K],
Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, WK. 13-39.

This paper tries to demonstrate the usefulness of spatial representations (spatial visualization,
spatial thinking) in scientific reasoning and many other domains.

Empirical Studies
The behavior of people navigating in information spaces has been observed by Akin, Baykan and

Rao (1987) and ODay and Jeffries (1993). These studies introduce a new kind of navigation tool, search,
that is available in informatkm spaces, but not in our physical environment. Seardi may be able to aid
way-finding in design spaces while posing a minimal memory load on the user.

Akin, 6., C Baykan and D. R. Rao. "Structure of a directory space: a case study with a UNIX operating
nyton." International frugal ftf Mfln-M^ing SHidiW 26 41t»7l; 361-M2.

The paper presents an empirical study of the structure of directory spaces and of users' search
behaviors in a UNIX operating system. Findings indicate that most directories are organized
hierarchically, but with few levels. Furthermore, depth-first seardi characterizes both the
organization of the directories and the behavior of the users. One of the findings, "users like to
organize files by topic," indicates a possible organization of states in a design space. Several
suggestions towards improving the UNIX operating system apply also to design space
navigation, for example, providing tools for searching and retrieving desired files based on user-
defined criteria.

O'Day, V. and R. Jeffries. "Orienteering in an information landscape: how information seekers get
from here to there.'' INifckCHl'93 Conference on Iftf mfrw factors in Computing Systems:
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„. Amsterdam, Thm Netherlands. Eds.Ashlund,S., K. Mullet, A.
Henderson, E.Hollnagel and T. White. Addlson Wesley, 1993.43S-445.
The authors present an empirical study of the uses regular clients of prof essional intermediaries
(such as librarians) make of information retrieved by search. Tasks are performed for three
different types of searches: (1) monitoring a well-known topic or set of variables over time; (2)
following an information-gathering plan suggested by a typical approach to the task at hand;
and (3) exploring a topic in an undirected fashion. The study identifies a set of common triggers
and stop conditions for further search steps along with a set of common operations that clients
use to analyze search results.

Navigation Frameworks

Navigation issues have been studied early on in connection with hypertext systems (see
Balasubramanian (1994) for a review of several hypertext systems) and more recently with the WWW
environment. In summary, four types of navigation frameworks have been discussed:
• Hyperlinks: navigation through sensitive objects in an information space, where the information

may or may not be structured; WWW browsers (such as Netscape or Mosaic), KMS (Akscyn,
McCracken and Yoder 1988), and InfoGrid (Rao et al. 1992) are of this type;

• Hierarchies or networks: navigation through nodes in an information space, where the
information is organized into hierarchies (e.g., Rivlin, Botafogo and Shneiderman 1994) or
networks (e.g., Thiiring, Haake and Hannemann 1991) and views of the overall or partial
information space are provided;

• Portals or wormholes: navigation through interactive zooming and panning in an information
space; the zoom operation can activate a view (portal) which displays the selected information at
different scales or in different formats (Perlin and Fox 1993), or a view (through wormhole) that
displays additional data related to the selected information (Woodruff et al. 1994).

• Rooms (Clarkson 1991): navigation through rooms (information clusters) in a information space
modeled as the interior of a physical space with rooms and doors displayed in 3D or 2D views.

Hierarchies are used in the current SEED-Layout implementation because design spaces in SEED-
Layout are hierarchically organized through derivation relationships. For the general design space
navigation problems in SEED, we may consider portals or wormholes, which provide flexible
interactions at the overview level (where users see the structure of the design spaces) as well as the object
content level (where users work in views of design states in a design space). In addition, this framework
provides the capability to incorporate search mechanisms.

Akscyn, R. M., D. L. McCracken and E A. Yoder. "KMS: a distributed hypermedia system for
managing knowledge in organizational Communications of the ACM. 31.7 (1988): 820-835.
KMS supports browsing in a hypertext-like environment using (1) a standard frame layout—its
relative homogeneity makes it easier for users to perceive the components of a frame, interpret
them, and make decision about what to do next, (2) large target selection, (3) fast backtrack
commands, but no scrolling.
Studies of ZOG (the predecessor of KMS) showed that the multi-node views that are available in
ZOG were rarely used. KMS, in contrast, provides only a breadth-first view of a frame, and the
frame itself provides a bread-first view of the database.
KMS prevents disorientation by providing (1) hierarchical selection (hierarchical links are
distinguished from cross-reference links), (2) special navigation commands, e.g. Goto, Home,
Info, (3) flagging previous selections, and (4) fast response. It also supports annotation (as cross-
reference) and search.
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Balasubiamanian, V. "Slate of the art review on hypermedia issues and applications/' Graduate
S c ^ i * ^ y ^ S ^ ^ t R J l ^ f 1 8 U n i v e i s i ^ Ncaraik,Ncw J«*3fr *"•• <Mtp://wwwasg*fu.ca/

Tliis report consists of eight chapters dealing, respectively, with an introduction to hypertext;
implementation issues; database issues; user interlace issues; information retrieval issues;

, integration issues; appBcaticms; and a systematic approach to user interface design for a
hypertext framework. The folio wing chapters are the most interesting for our purposes.

Chapter 1 reviews several hypertext systems, such as Memex1 (which allows for scanned-in
handwritten marginal notes and comments), Xanadu2 (a write-once system: once some thing is
published, it is for the entire world to fee forever; as links are created by users, the original
document remains the same except for the fact that a newer version is created with references to
the original versions), Intermedia3 (provides three types of navigation tools: paths, maps and
scope links), NoteCards4 (contains four bask constructs: notecards that contain information
contents such as text, graphics, images, voice, etc.; links that present binary relationships
between caids; browsers that display node-link diagrams of portions of the network; and
fileboxes that organize cards into topics or categories), KMS (see Akscyn, McCracken and Yoder
(1988) on page 6.), and Guide5 (supports four different kinds of links: replacement buttons, note
buttons, reference buttons, and command buttons; navigation through replacement buttons
initially provides a summary of the information; the degree of detail can be changed by the
reader.)
Chapter 3 discusses efficient search and query mechanisms that could partly solve the "lost in
space" problem experienced by users during navigations. There can be two kinds of queries: a
structure query to retrieve a part of the network, and a content query te retrieve a specific node.
Chapter 4 summarizes several navigation approaches in hypertext systems:

1. Graphical browsers: help reduce disorientation by providing a 2D spatial display of the
hypertext network. A drawback occurs when the network becomes too large.

2. Web views: global maps, local maps (focusing on the document of interest and its
neighbors; which is most useful for WWW browsing), and local tracking maps. These web
views are later improved to a path, a map, and a scope line. The combination of these three
provides the spatial and temporal informatiorL

3. Maps and overview diagrams (which seem to be the same as the web views in 2!).

4. Paths and trails: a path is a list of documents that the user has visited; it can be used to
collect all interesting documents to form a single linear document.

5. Guided tours and tabletops: they are controlled navigation tools.

6. Backtracking, history lists, timestamps, and footprints, which are similar to paths and trails.

7. Arbitrary jumps, landmarks, and bookmarks

8. Embedded menus, which allow the user to select a word or item embedded within the text
of a document and present the user with a list of links to go to.

1. Nyce, J.M. and P. Kahn. Eds. From Memex to Hypertext: Vannevar Bush and die Mind's Machine. Boston,
MA, Academic Press, 1991.

2. Nelson, T. "Replacing the Printed Word: a Complete Literary System." Information Processing '80.1980.
3. Meyrowitz, N.K. "Intermedia: the Architecture and Construction of an Object-Oriented Hypermedia

System and Applications Framework." OOPSLA '86.1986.
4. Halasz, F.G. "NoteCards: a Multimedia Idea Processing Environment." Interactive Mnlfj^>dia Eds. S.

Ambron and K. Hooper. Microsoft Press, 1988.
5. Brown, P.J. 'Turning Ideas into Products: the Guide System." Hypertext'87. November 1987.
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9. Fisheye views and 'spiders1: An example of spiders, is the directed graph browser in Thoth-
n1 where a global map is created dynamically and expands in two-dimensional space
creating spiders on the display as a user browses through linked nodes.

10. 'Roam1 and zoom: Roaming is similar to conventional panning and scrolling operations,
which provide users with a wire-frame box or rectangle to be dragged around the map
window; they can thus roam around the information space (See "Examples of movable
filters''on page 13.)

11* Conceptual space navigation2: useful for learning systems.

Chapter 5 argues that an effective access to information equals navigational access plus queries.

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Bjlfi. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D rooms' (see below) as multiple virtual workspaces,
interactive objects for different visualization methods (such as 'cone trees' or 'perspective walls'),
and 3D navigation and manipulation (such as walking, touching, changing rooms and picking
up objects). These elements as well as the application communicate through a 'cognitive
coprocessor', which supports smooth animation and multiple asynchronous agents that present
results to the user.
A 'room' is defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'.

" . . . Work is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive
objects such as walls and floating trees. To better understand the structure of the information
that these objects represent, you can access embedded data and examine its structure from
different angles by 'flying' around or through it." Other operators on 3D trees are rotate,
examine, prune, rearrange, etc.
"... These animated visualizations are designed to shift work to your perceptual system, freeing
the conscious mind to work on larger problems." Several filtering methods ate introduced
including abstraction and selective omission.

Mamrak, S. A. and C. S. O'Connell. "A framework for a com]
hierarchy topologies/' Technical
and Information Science, The Ohio

A framework for a comprehensive analysis of navigation in
ical Report, OSU-CISRC-4/91-TR12, Department of Computer
e Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio 43210,1991.

The paper discusses three navigation strategies in a hierarchy topology: absolute, by name, and
relative. Each of those can make use of three navigation mechanisms:

1. Basic: navigation strategies implemented in a direct, straightforward manner; an example
of a basic absolute strategy in SEED would be the point-click method used in the problem
hierarchy and design windows; the navigation buttons in the problem statement and
design windows are examples of a basic relative strategy.

2. Enhanced: multiple views such as fisheye, overview and filtering; focusing; and memory
support such as backtracking.

3. Redundant: different ways to do the same thing, such as the Home command.

The authors recommend the following guidelines for hyperbase software design:

1. Provide explicit navigation mechanisms;

2. Provide at least basic mechanisms for all the strategies;

1. Collier, G. H. "Thoth-II: Hypertext with Explicit Semantics/' Proceedings of Hypertext '87 Conference,
November 1987.

2. Mayes, T., M. Kibby and T. Anderson. "Learning about Learning from Hypertext" Designing
Hypermedia for Learning. NATO ASI Series, Volume F67. Springer Verlag. 1990.
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3. Provide enhanced and redundant mechanisms when resources allow for this.

The implementation should follow four guidelines: typographical cueing, redundancy,
backtracking, and focus viewing. Examples from manuscript and mathematical applications are
provided.

interface/' SIGGRAPH'93Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region cm the plane's surface. Portals' are
used for navigation; they act like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different
parts of the Pad surface. The screen itself is just a special 'root1 portal.
Navigation is performed by zooming in and out and by moving around the surface. The
underlying assumption for search is that all the information is there; to see more detail, you just
have to take a closer look.
To facilitate the display, two techniques are used: 'semantic zooming' and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amouitts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters ccmtrol how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).
This navigation approach resembles closely that of the Tioga system (see Woodruff et al. (1994)
on page 10).

Plaisant, G, D. Carr and B. Shneiderman. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications." Technical Report, CAR-TR-712/CS-TR-3282/ISR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Rao, R., S. K. Card, H. D. Jellinek, J. D. Mackinlay and G. G. Robertson. 'The Information Grid: a
framework for information retrieval and retrieval-centered applications/' I T * M . Monterey,
California. ACM Press, 1992.23-32.

InfoGrid example: electric file cabinet
(Source: Ihe original paper reproduced wHhpeanWoa)

The Information Grid (InfoGrid) is a framework for building information access (retrieval-
centered) applications. It is based on the 'triple agent model* (developed at the Xerox Palo Alto
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Research Center) consisting of the 'user1, a 'dialogue machine, and a task machine'. Its domain is
document services. The InfoGrid interface is divided into tiled areas interacting with the
information access mechanism and document services provided by a particular application.
These areas contain two kinds of objects: (1) 'property sheets', which display field-oriented
information, and (2) InfoGrid buttons, which are objects that the user can manipulate. Some
example InfoGrid applications are described, such as an 'electronic file cabinet,' a biography
database, and an encyclopedia browser.

Rivlin, E., R. Botafogo and B. Shneiderman. "Navigating in hyperspace: design a structure-based
toolbox." Communications of the ACM. 37 2 ft«4k 8%96.

The authors propose to organize hypertext links into hierarchical structures and provide
algorithms to determine the root of a hierarchical structure.

Thiiring, M., J. M. Haake and J. Hannemann. "What's Eliza doing in the Chinese Room?: incoherent
hyperdocumente-and how to, avoid them/' Technical Report, Arbeitspapiere der GMD 533,
Gesellschaft fitr Mathematik und Datenveraxbeitung MGH, 1991.

The authors claim that hyperdocument users fail to develop an understanding of the document
as a "coherent entity" of closely related facts. They use it as an aggregation of loosely linked
chunks of information because (1) inappropriately labeled nodes and links impede the
understanding of semantic relations between nodes; and (2) the lack of higher-order units, which
can represent part structures of the hypertext net, prevents the identification of different node
contents. The report proposes a framework consisting of three parts: content (formed by 'design
objects' which represent the information in the document), organization (represented by another
type of design objects which encode relationships between documents), and presentation
(different "views").

Woodruff, A

rePorts/s2k/s2k-94-48/>. '
The authors propose the use of 'wormholes' to access spaces in different dimensions, an
intuitively appealing approach. However, objects on either side of the wormhole are unrelated to
each other, which makes this approach less applicable to navigation problems in design spaces
because any two connected objects in a design space have some causal relation. Details, such as
their 'elevation map* and elevation range', may be useful for design Window navigations in
SEED.

Direct Manipulation of Visible Information
Design space navigation tools should support direct manipulation/interaction with objects in

design spaces, as well as facilitate view manipulations of these spaces, such as changing how the
information is presented in a space (Domel 1994), adding/removing information in the view (Gedy and
Katz 1987; Henry and Hudson 1991), or changing aspects of views (Domel 1994; Henry and Hudson
1991), e.g., by changing viewing axes (Hovestadt 1993)).

Domel, P. "Webmap-a graphical hypertext navigation tool/' Electronic Proceedings of fhe Second
International World-Wide Web Conference '94: Mosaic and the Web, Chicago/ Fall 1994.
<http-y/www.ncsa.uiuc.edu/SDG/rT94/Proceed

Webmap uses spanning trees as navigation aid. The paper includes algorithms and strategies for
tree layouts and illustrates features and operations for navigation. The following navigation
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operations are provided by Webmap; next page, previous page, up one hierarchy level, and
home to entry page. Webmap plans to support features such as multiple document views,
automatic map creation using World-Wide Web search engines, operations to store and load
several jotirneys (navigation sessions); it include time stamps in typology node statistics of the
frequency of visits. .

(Source: hrtp://*
Example screen images of Web Map

Gedye, D. and R. Katz. "Browsing the chip design database," Technical Report, UCB//CSD-87-378,
Computer Science Division, University of California at Berkeley, 1987. <ftp-7/tr-
ftp.cs.berkeley.edu/pub/tech-report/csd/csd-87-38/>.

Multiple windows (in 2D) are used to display relationships between design objects, which may
belong to one of three sets: composition, version, or equivalence. Since these relationships are
orthogonal, they are displayed independently as a directed acydk graph (DAG), a version tree,
and an equivalence set, respectively. Users navigate by directly manipulating design objects
(shown by their names) in each wiitdow.

Henry, T. R. and S. E Hudson. "Interactive graph layout/' HttT-ttl. Hilton Head, South Carolina.
ACM Press, 1991,55-64.

lite paper introduces three concepts to enable the user to dissect large graphs iteratively into
manageable pieces and to lay (Hit the portions in a manner that clearly reflects the user's current
focus: (1) an architecture for building new simple graph layout algorithms out of existing
algorithms, (2) parameterized graph layout algorithms to give the user control over the layout
process, and (3) an interactive mechanism for selecting portions ol the graph that match the
user's current focus. The paper also introduces metagraphs to (1) convey the structure of the
hierarchy of layout algorithms to the user, (2) allow the user to manipulate the hierarchy, and (3)
provide an interface for the parameters of individual layout algorithms.
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Hovestadt, L. "A4 digital building: extensive computer support for building design, construction, and
management" CAAD Futures '93. Eds. Hemming, u. and S. Van Wyk. Elsevier Science
Publishers, 1993.405-421.

The paper proposes a method to structure the data needed in building design, construction and
management. The dataspace is multidimensional, where each dimension represents a specific
design feature. A4 includes as dimensions the x-, y-, z-coordinates, time, precision, morphology,
size, aspect, alternatives, timetag, and user IDs. Each dimension is considered an axis in a multi-
dimensional space modeled like a Cartesian coordinate spae# Any design object is viewed as a
point in that space whose coordinates are given by the location of (he object's features on their
respective axes. A strong underlying assumption is that the feature values are independent and
can be linearized so that each feature value marks a unique point on the respective feature axis.
Two commands, moveTo and Forget, are provided for navigation in the dataspace.

Compelling as A4 is because of its direct application to building design, its significance for SEED
appears limited because features like the hierarchical relations ubiquitous in SEED cannot be
modeled in a similar way.

Query, Search and Filter

Query, search and filter are navigation aids not available in the physical environment. Kumar,
Plaisant and Shneiderman (1995) and Williamson and Shheiderman (1992) demonstrate these aids
through dynamic queries for database applications. Stone, Fishkin and Bier (1994) present a user
interface tool providing a filter utility. In general, design space navigation tools should provide search/
filter facilities for users so that they can quickly find the desired information (see also "Empirical
Studies'' on page 5).

Kumar, H. P., C Plaisant and B. Shneiderman^ "Browsing hierarchical data with multi-level dynamic
queries and pruning.'" Technical Report CAR-TR-772/CS-TR-3474/ISR-TR-95-53, Human-
computer Interaction Laboratory, Department of Computer Science & Institute for Systems
Research, Univeraity of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1995.

The PDQ Tree-browser interface
(Source: http://www.c^urrK3.edu:80/TRAJMCP-CSO:CS-TR-3474; reproduced with permission.)

A good review section describes previous work related to visualizing large information spaces.
A 'FDQ Tree-browser1 is introduced with the following features: (1) two tightly-coupled node-
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link views of the tree (overview and detailed view), (2) a 'dynfmk: query environment' for users
to customize their dynamic query panels, (3) dynamic queries at different leveb of the tree, and
(4) pruning of subtrees of uninteresting nodes to get more compact views. Hie undiiiying data
structure has no limitation, but the UI design /representation is fine-tuned for a tree of depth 5.

Stone, M. G, K. Fishkin and E. A. Bier. 'The movable filters as a user interface tool." CHI '94 Human
Far*AM in rnmnnHna Svstoofta* C+Uhrating Interdependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.
Adelson, B, S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison Wesley, 1994.306-312.
'Magic lens* filters employ an analogy with physical lenses; they show a modified view in the
context of the original view. The modified view can be a detail view, a coordinated alternate
view (view of other types of information), or a visual macro (filter).

wmmwm

Examples of movable filters
(Source: http://wwwjwDx.com/RARC/lrtt/glr/94a r*«o,html; rapoduced wtth pwmWon.)

a. Lenses showing detail in two different locations.
b. The lens shows the text tags for the indicated segment of road.
c. Composing lenses to show waterways (dashed lines) and major roads (bold lines).

Williamson, C and B. Shneiderman. T h e dynamic HomeFinden evalua
estate information exploration system." Technical Report, CAR-1 TR-2

iinareal-
19, Human-

Computer Interaction Laboratory Ac Department ©f Computer Sciences, University of
Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1992.

The authors observe that users, in general, prefer the Dynamic Query (DQ) interface over
traditional database query interfaces because it is faster, fun to work with (the animated
graphical nature of the DQ interfaces may have motivational power), easy to use, and makes it
easy to see the result. They summarize the benefits and drawbacks of dynamic queries over
traditional database queries.
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Information Visualization
This section cites again some sources introduced in preceding sections; but this time, the

visualization method itself is the object of interest

Visualization Frameworks and Techniques
The visualization frameworks or techniques proposed in the reviewed literature can be

categorized into four types:
• Traditional methods: used in visualizing statistical information, such as tables, panels, graphs,

scatter plots, and maps (Chimera 1991; Plaisant, Carr and Shneiderman 1994; Zarmer and Chew
1992);

• Nodes and links: used for visualizing information with hierarchical or network structures, where
nodes represent data sets and links between nodes depict relationships between data sets; the
visualization usually takes the form of 2D or 3D trees or networks, 3D cone trees, or structured
hyperlinks (Mukherjea and Foley 1995);

• Multiscale views: the information is presented at different scales to show the data of focus (in the
largest scale) as well as contextual information; for example, the Spiral Calendar (Mackinlay,
Robertson and Deline 1994) and Pad++ (Bederson and Hollan 1994) show the history of object
interactions at successive scales;

• Perspective views: used to present multi-attribute information 3-dimensionally, for example, the
Perspective Wall in Mukherjea and Foley (1995), or the Time Lattice in Mackinlay, Robertson and
Deline (1994).

Since the information in SEED design spaces is highly structured, the nodes and links framework
is used predominantly in our current implementation. We plan to investigate this framework further,
especially the use of 3D displays such as 3D cone trees. In addition, multiscale views may help to reduce
clutter in design space displays by arranging objects at different scales and resolutions.

Bederson, B. B. and ). D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics." ACM Symposium TO Vper Interface Software and Technologyf Marina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.
The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stored along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a 'history-enriched object1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself (see the figure below)
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Example screen images of Pad++
(Source Mtptf/www.c*.unm.«cfcj/pock+; r»pioduc«d with pfmtuton.)

a. A screen snapshot showing Pad-H- displaying an HTML document
b. A aoomeckn view of the document. Hotwords are shown in blue; positioning the pointer over a hot-

word changes its color to red.
c. When yofc follow a link, the relevant document is loaded into Pad++ and placed on the surface to the

right of the original document, at a smaller scale.
d. Simply 2oom-in on the sub-document to read it.

Chimera, R. "Value Bias: an information visuaUzation and navigation tool for multi-attribute listings
and tables." Technical Report, CAR.TR-589/CS-TR-2773, Human^Zomputer Interaction
Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Paik, MD 20742-3255,1991.

Die Value Bars display attributes representing size or quantity measures as linear scales.

Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. Deline. "Developing calendar visualizers for the
Information Visualizer." ACM SynnffltJUIH QT\ U^er Interface Software Hfld Technology.
Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.109-118.

This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.
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Mukheriea, S. and J. D. Foley. "Visualizing the World-Wide Web with the Navigational View
Builder." Computer Networks and ISDN System, Special Issue on the Third International

10-14,1995. <http://

tialiizmgThis paper describes the Navigational Vie^ Builder, a fool toassfatttten
information. Several strategies are used tostructure the information: binding (data<->visual
properties, e.g. color), clustering (find files that ax$ closely related), filtering (allow user control),
and hierarchization. The Navigational View Builder provides several visualization methods:
network overview (with different binding^, tabte-of-contents, 3D trees, 2D trees, cone trees,
treemaps, and perspective walls. v

Example views of the Navigational View Builder (1)
(Source: http://wv^cc.gatec*.edu/gv^ reproduced with pennWoa)

a. An example of a view of the GVU WWW pages with various visual properties bound to information
attributes;

b. A view where the user wanted to see the details of the research pages. The x-y plane shows the details of
each particular layer; the layers are arranged in die z dimension with Hie most detailed view (of the
Research pages) in front;

c. A top view of the information space after the user wanted to see details of the hypertext research area.
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Example views of the Navigational View Builder (2)

a. The left-hand screen shows the top level of the default hierarchy created far the data by the Navigational
View Builder algorithm. The right-hand side shows a view of a section of this hierarchy, where the nodes
are listed like a table ol contents of a book.

b. A 3d tree view of this hierarchy.
c. The left-hand screen shows a Treemap view of a hierarchy; the corresponding WWW page is shown in

the right-hand screen.
d. A perspective wall view of a linear structure sorted by the last-modified-time.

Plaisant, C, D. Carr and B. Shneidennan. "Image browsers: taxonomy, guidelines, and informal
specifications/' Technical Report, CAR.TR-712/CS-TR-3282ASR-TR-94-39, Human Computer
Interaction Laboratory, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742,1994.

This is a very comprehensive report on image browsing of objects in 2D space.

Zarmer, C L. and C Chew. "Frameworks for interactive, extensible, information-intensive
applications." IHSX22, Monterey California. ACM Pnas, 199Z 33-41.

This paper describes a set of application frame works called 'visual formalisms' that provide
widgets, data structures, editing operations, Mid layout algorithms for visual presentations such
as tables, panels, graphs, outlines, plots and maps, Hie architecture of the formalisms contain (1)
a C++ run-time type facility, (2) a protocol for asking objects about their operations (e.g. name/
class query), and (3) UI classes that support event notifications.
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Visualizing Hierarchical Structures

Hierarchical Structures are often visualized using 2D tree or network diagrams, (see, e.g., Pitkow
and Bharat 1994). However, traditional tree or network vfewsbecome unmanage&Sle when the number
of nodes increases. The 'focus+context' scheme (Browr^ SKtohanjuui Sa^s» 1993; Lamping and Rao 1994)
addresses this problem by enabling users to focus on tfieinf6rm«tk»iicrf interests while maintaining the
relationships between these focused data and the overall context. , ,

Complex information, such as high-dimensionii hierarchical structures, is difficult to visualize in
a 2D tree or network diagram. Koike (1993) adds the third dimension to 2D bees and networks to
provide users with additional information about the hierarchical slructtii*; Pitkow and Bharat (1994)
address this issue by using visual encodings through shapes, colors* andlabels.

The design spaces in SEED are growing continuously at run-time, and it may be beneficial to
employ the focus+context scheme. In addition, the overall organization of design spaces is potentially
multidimensional. A 3D tree or network visualization of design spaces conveys more information to
users than a traditional 2D view. But these two methods require high computational power to support
interactive manipulations, and design space navigation should remain a supporting tool in SEED so that
users or the system are not be bogged down by it. '

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and ML Sarkar, "Browsing '93

and T. White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present fisheye views' (for example, see figure "An example view of a hyperbolic
space" on page 19), a scheme to visualize large hierarchies by showing the area of interest with
greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively less detail.

Furnas, G. W. and J. Zacks. "Multitrees: enriching and reusing hierarchical structure/' CHI '94 Human
Factors in Computing ftyff^1fta! ̂ g^cfrFfrtWt Interdep^ndencer Boston, Massachusetts. Eds.

T r i ^ d j V O l Add
mputing f t y f f ^ f t ̂ cfrFfrtWt p ^ r

Adelson,BTrS.Dumai8^djV Olson. Add
The paper introduces a new type of structure for representing information, 'multitrees', a class of
directed acyclic graphs with the unusual property that they have large, easily identifiable
substructures that are trees. Multitrees are DAGs; therefore, a node in the structure can have
multiple parents. Several ways of visualizing multitrees are presented.

An example multitrees structure

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension til software visualization." ACM Traraactic
Information System*. 11J3 (1993)! 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework, where objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and remits are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.
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Lamping, J. and R. Sao. ''Laying mil and visualizing toe trees using a hyperbolic space/' A£ML
Symp^imH ftp User Interface Software anaTechnology, Marina del Rcy, Califbntift* ACM
Press, 1994.13-14.

The authors present a new 'focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

An example view of a hyperbolic space

Pitkow,J. E. and K. A. Bharat "WebViz: a tooU lor World-Wide Web access log analysis.
May 25-27,1994. <http://

The paper presents a layout algorittim for ovetviewing WWW networks (see figure (a) of
Example views of the Navigatowd View Builder ( i r o n page 16).

Visualizing High-Dimensional Objects
The common approach to visuayze high-dimensional objects (that is, objects with more than 3

dimensions of interest) is to present the two primary dimensions in 2D, and then to supply visual cues
(such as colors, patterns, and texts) to distinguish additional dimenskms. For example, Ahlberg and
Shneiderman (1994) use 2b scatter plots along with colors to present filtered information from a
database. Feiner and Beshers (1990) introduce a worlds within worlds* metaphor which presents higher
dimensions embedded in 3D space (see figure "An example worlds within worlds display7' on page 21).
Unlike the previous approaches, which compiess/filter Wgjv-dimensianal objects and display them in 2D
or 3D space, Furnas and Buja (1994) propose a new technique, prosection, to visualize high-dimensional
spaces, for instance, a 3D object in a 6D space.

The organization of design spaces in SEED is high-dimensional (see "Introduction" on page 1).
However, the notion of dimensions in the SEED design space differs from those mentioned in the
literature, which emphasizes individual attributes that can often be mapped on linear axes or
dimensions'; such attributes may exist in SEED-generated objects, but the basic dimensions in the SEED
design space are the different hierarchical structures indicating abstraction levels, constituent or
derivation relations, where especially the latter are non-linear by nature. Furthermore, we expect users to
interact directly with the objects in a design space. Nevertheless, some of the approaches relying cm 2D or
3D displays seem to have promise for our purpose. Techniques like the worlds within worlds1 or
prosection, which require high computing power, may not be feasible because of the highly interactive

Ahlberg, C and B. Shneiderman. "Visual information seeking: tight coupling of dynamic query
filters with starfield displays/' CHP94 Human Factors in Computing Systems: Celebrating
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Inter
Wesl

ependence. Boston, Massachusetts. Eds. Adelton, B.
; 1994313-317.

depende
ey; 1994.

S. Dumais and J. Olson. Addison

This paper introduces the 'starfield display', a 2D scatterplot of a multidimensional database,
where every item from the database is represented as a small colored glyph whose position is
determined by its ranking along ordinal attributes laid out on multiple axes.

(Source: http://www.c*.c
Example starfield displays

Feiner, S. and C Beshers. "Worlds within worlds: metaphors for exploring n-dimensional virtual
worlds/' Third Annual Sympoyj^m pn Uaer Interface Softw^r^ an<| *y^g^i^plogy. Snowbird,
Utah, USA. ACM Press, 19
This paper describes the 'worlds within worlds' metaphor, which reduces the complexity of a
multidimensional space by holding one or more of its independent dimensions constant to
decrease the number of dimension to three and then embeds in this 3D world another 3D world
that represents three additional dimensions. The position of the embedded world's origin
relative to the containing world's coordinate system specifies the value of three of the inner
world's variables that are held constant. This process can then be repeated by further recursive
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nesting of heterogeneous worlds to represent the remaining dimensions. The example
application shown below is in the financial visualization domain.

An example worlds within worlds display
(Source: the original paper reproduced wtth pwmiaton.)

The outer world has axes of time to maturity, strike price, and foreign interest rate. The domestic interest rate
had been held constant and is not assigned to an axis. The position of the inner world determines the time to
maturity, strikê  price, and foreign interest rate used in evaluating the function.)

Furnas, G. W. and A. Buy*. "Protection views: dimensional inference through sections and
projections/' Journal of Computational and Graphical Statistics. 3(4). 1994:377+. <http*7/
community.bellcore com/gw^

This paper presents some basic properties of projection and section (which are general
techniques for constructing views of high-dimensional objects) and introduces a new technique
called 'prosection', a composition of section and projection. Algorithms of projection, section, and
prosection are provided in detail. Applications of prosections are demonstrated in statistical
graphics systems such as displaying a 3-dimensional torus in 6-dimensional space and plotting 7-
dimensional physics data.

Multiscale Displays

There are 2 types of multiscale displays: focus+context (Brown, Meehan and Sarkar 1993;
Lamping and Rao 1994; Sarkar et aL 1993) and pan+zoom (Bederson and Holism 1994; Bier et al. 1993;
Lieberman 1994; Perlin and Fox 1993; Rennison 1994). A focus+context scheme displays information at
continuous scales, white a pan+zoom interface uses discrete scales. However; the pan+zoom interface
provides possibilities for many scales overlaying at one time, while the focus+context scheme provides a
single view of the information space.

Since design spaces can contain large amounts of information, multiscale displays may be
desirable. However, the focus+context scheme may not suffice for our needs because it supports the
display of 2D structures only, while the 'zoom* operation in the pan+zoom scheme allows information
filtering and thus can potentially support views of other dimensions.
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Bederson, B. B. and J. D. Hollan. "Pad++: a zooming graphical interface for exploring alternate
interface physics/' ACM Symposit̂ m, cyt̂ ^pef Interface Software and Technologyr Maiina del
Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.17-26.

The Pad++ system uses a multiscale view to present the user with an overview of a selected set
of objects. The objects are history-enriched and stoned along with the interaction events that
comprise their uses. The display of a fhi$tory-enritf\ed direct1 shows a graphical abstraction of
the accrued histories as part of the object itself .

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. t>. DeRose. "Toolglas
through interface/' SIGGR^PH ̂ fr Anaheim, CA* ACM mss ,

{lass and magic lenses: the see-
, 1993.73-80.

This paper introduces a new style of graphical user mterface filled the see-through interface1. It
includes semi-transparent interactive tools, called 'toolglass widgets' that appear on a virtual
sheet of transparent glass, the toolgja^s sheet^ placed between the application and a traditional
cursor. These widgets provide customized views of the application underneath them using
'magic lens' filters. Each lens is a screeh region coupled with an operator such as "magnification"
or "render in wireframe/' performed on the objects viewed in the region. Examples are
demonstrated below for clipboards, previewing lenses/selection tools, grids, and visualization.

Examples of magic lenses

a. An achromatic lens over a drop shadow lens over a knotwork (knotwork by Andrew Glassner);
b. The local scaling lens (tiling by Doug Wyatt);
c. A bridge made of shaded, 3D blocks showing a 3D wireframe lens and a 2D magnifier.

Brown, M. H., J. R. Meehan and M. Sarkar. "Browsing graphs using a fisheye view/' INTERCHI'93
Conference ftp Hl*HTft̂  Factors in Computing Systems! Bridges Between Worlds* Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.;Kta. Ashlund,s7,K Multet^T White.
Addison Wesley, 1993.516.

The authors present 'fisheye views1, a focus+context scheme to visualize large hierarchies by
showing the area of interest with greater detail and the rest of the structure with successively
less detail.
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Lamping, J. and R. Rao- " alizi tr using a hyperbolic mace." ACM
t, Marina del Rey, California. ACMY

Press, 1994.13-14.
Hie authors present a new focus+context' (fisheye) scheme for visualizing and manipulating
large hierarchies.

AĈ M Symposium
ACM Press, 1994.15-

Lieberman, H. "Powers ottea^vmmAynx*

16.
The paper proposes macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Example displays of translucent layers with the macroscope
(Source: me original paper reproduced

Perlin, K. and D. Fox. "Pad: an alternative approach to the computer interface." SIGGRAPH *93.
Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993.57-64.

Pad is an infinite two-dimensional information plane. Objects are organized on that plane
geographically: every object occupies a well-defined region on the planes surface. Portals' act
like magnifying glasses that can peer into and roam over different parts of the Pad surface. The
screen itself is just a special 'roof portal.

To facilitate die display, two techniques are used: semantic zooming* and 'portal filters'.
Semantic zooming can be used to control the amounts or types of information to be displayed at
certain scales. Portal filters control how information is displayed (e.g., in textual, tabular, chart or
graphical format).

Rennison, E "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news

California. ACM Press, 1994.3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically builds implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space contains relationships that are multidimensional, not all
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elements of the relational hierarchy are visible at a single glance; rather, only elements that are
relevant to the user's present view are shown in the pan+zoom visualization scheme.

Example displays of the Galaxy of News system
(Source: the o4ginal pap*: reproduced *

Sarkar, M., S. S. Snibbe, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Reiss. "Stretching the rubber sheet: a metaphor for
viewing large layouts on small screens/' UIST'93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press, 1993.81-91.

The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretches an area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, the method contains
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple foci, which
fisheye views do not support.

Examples of the rubber sheet metaphor
(Redrawn from originate.)
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Translucent/Transparent Displays

This technique is used mostly in conjunction with the pan+zoom scheme (See "Multiscale
Displays" on page 21) to allow users to receive as much information as possible while keeping track of
the surrounding context. It is analogous to an architects' tracing paper and can be used, for example, in
the SEED-Layout Design Window, where each layer of tracing paper can display a problem
decomposition level in the problem specification.

Bier, E. A., N. C. Stone, K. Pier, W. Buxton and T. D. DeRose. "Toolglass and magic tenses: the see-
through interface/' SIG£RAEHL22, Anaheim, CA. ACM Press, 1993,73-W.
This paper introduces the 'see-through interface', which includes semi-transparent interactive
tools, called 'toolglass widgets1 that appear on a virtual sheet of transparent glass, the 'toolglass
sheet', placed between the application and a traditional cursor. These widgets provide
customized views of the application imderneath them using magic lens1 filters. Each lens is a
screen region together with an operates:, such as "magnification" or "render in wireframe,"
performed on objects vie wed in the region (see figure "Examples of magic lenses" on page 22).
Examples are demonstrated for clipboards, previewing lenses, selection tools, grids, and
visualization. Management of sheets is discussed where three approaches are presented.

Kramer, A. Tranahtcent patches-disaolving windows.",
rWinadelRey /Qdlfornia.ACMPrws,l?

IWs paper presents motivation, design and algorithms for using and implementing translucent,
non-rectangular p a t c ^ as a substitute for r ^ ^
metaphor is closer U$ a mix between the aixiuterfs yellow OT tim» paper and white boards than
to rectangular opaque paper in piles and folders on a desktop. The paper contains a literature
survey regarding translucent and transparent displays.

Lieberman, H. Towers of ten thousand: navigating in large information spaces." ACM Syî p f̂jfflfp
on User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey, California. ACM Press, 1994.15-
16*
The paper proposes 'macroscope', a technique based on zooming and panning in multiple
translucent layers.

Rennison, E. "Galaxy of News: an approach to visualizing and understanding expansive news
landscape." ACM Sympoaf \pfyf QI\ User Interface Software and Technology, Marina del Rey,
California. ACM Press, 199*. 3-12.

At the heart of the Galaxy of News is an engine that constructs an associative relation network
(potentially multidimensional) that automatically build implicit links between related articles.
Although the information space (relationships) is multidimensional, not all elements of the
relational hierarchy are visile at a single glance; rattier, only elements that are relevant to the
user's present view are shown. The system employs a transparent display technique to show
elements in different scales (see figure "Example displays of the Galaxy of News system" on
page 24).

3D Displays/Effects

Many information visualization environments add a third dimension in the display to convey
more information. Although 3D displays usually require specialized computer hardware and software
(Koike 1993), simple 3D effects may achieve the same result (Staples 1993).
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In SEED, 3D visualization is desirable, but the system response time should remain reasonable to
support interactive object manipulations.

Koike, H. 'The role of another spatial dimension in software visualization/' ACM Transactions on
Information Systems. tL3 (1993): 266-286.

The paper demonstrates a 3D visualization framework. Objects (nodes) are 3D objects
implemented using a 3D graphics library, and results are displayed in perspective views. Since
the displayed objects are actually modeled, the viewing angle can easily be changed.

Technoloev.
Mackinlay, J. D., G. G. Robertson and R. DeLine. "Developing calendar visualizers for the

Information Visualizer." ACM Symposium Ml User Interface Software and Tqchnc
Marina del Key, California.JVCM PiSss, 1994.109-U87 "
This paper explores two methods of using 3D graphics and interactive animation to design and
implement visualizers that improve access to large masses of time-based information: the Spiral
Calendar for rapid access to an individual's daily schedule; and the Time Lattice for analyzing
the time relationships among the schedules of groups of people.

Examples of the Spiral Calendar and Time Lattice
(Source: Ihe original paper; reproduced wKh permWoa)

Robertson, G. G. and J. D. Mackinlay. 'The Document Lens/' UIST '93. Atlanta, Georgia. ACM Press,
1993.101-108.

A Document Lens example
(Source: ihe drfQlnat paper; reproduced with permlBtan.)

The Document Lens is a 3D visualization of large rectangular presentations that allows the user
to quickly focus on a part of a presentation while continuously remaining in context. This is a
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focus+contect display and is similar to the fiaheye view technique. However, the Document Lens
dispkys information in a truncated pyramid fashion.

Staples, L. •1 spaces: visual convention in the graphical user interface/'

Wetky, 1*3.346-354.

TWs paper explores two ways to use 3D K^er ing effects in a GUI desktop-one point
perspective and light effects from the his tory of art

Two example displays using 3D rendering effects

Visual Metaphors
A prominent visual metaphor is the physical object-in-space metaphor. For example, Clarkson

(1991) uses the buildings/rooms metaphor, and Nabkel and Shafrir (19%) use cities/streets/landmarks.
Feiner and Beshers' (1990) worlds-within-worlds metaphor introduces infinite entries into different
dimensions and may combine with the pan+zoom visualization scheme (See "Multiscale Displays" on
page 21) to show multiple worlds in one view. In addition, the rubber sheet metaphor (Sarkar et al. 1993)
provides the opportunity to also display multiple scales in one view within a focus+context visualization
scheme.

Any visual metaphor, if used in SEED, should be coordinated with the navigation scheme. From
our initial study, the buildings/rooms and dties/streets/landmarks metaphors are worth investigating
since these physical objects constitute some basic roles in human cognitive mappings (See "Cognitive
Mapping"' on page 3).

Clarkson, M. A. "An easier interface/' Byte. 2,1991.277-282.

The Information Visualizer provides 3D 'rooms' as multiple virtual workspaces, interactive
objects for different visualization methods (such as cone trees or perspective walls). A room is
defined by a task-oriented clustering of information. Rooms are connected by 'doors'. "... Work
is distributed throughout a collection of 3D/2D rooms furnished with interactive objects such as
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walls and floating trees." These visualizations are "designed to shift work to your perceptual
system, freeing the conscious mind to work on larger problems/'

Nabkel, I. and E. Shafrir. "Blazing the trail: design considerations for interactive information
pioneers." SISCHtEalkSfl, 27.1 (1995): 45-54.

This article describes two products: HP UVE Help (hypertext style) and Access HP (WWW
information service, URL: http://www.hp.com). Recognizable metaphors (e.g., street signs
indicate directions) are used to help users create cognitive spatial map of the information space.
The paper illustrates the iterative process of the metaphor design.

Feiner, S. and C Btsbeis. "Worlds within worlds: metaphprs for exploring n-dimcnsional virtual

- V • „ ' * - • • ' tas * " • •'

This paper describes the worlds within worlds' metaphor, which uses a common approach to
reduce the complexity of a multidimensional space by holding ̂ he or more of its independent
dimensions constant to reduce a world's dimension to 3D, then embeds in the 3D world another
3D world that represents tt|ree additional Wgter dimensions. The position of the teibedded
world's origin relative to the containing world's cootdinate systooa spadfies tl« value of tiuee of
the irmerworM's variables ^
recursive nesting of heterogeneous workb to Represent 4ht remainitig dimensions. The example
application is in ttu§ financial visualization dolnain.

Sarkar, Mv S. S. Snibbc, O. J. Tversky and S. P. Keiss. "Stretching the rubber shatt: m mrtaphor for '
viewing large t o y o i i t e o n sni& « m ^
The authors propose the metaphor of rubber sheet stretching for viewing large and complex
layouts within small display areas. As the user stretch the area, a greater level of detail is
displayed there. This technique is similar to the fisheye view. However, this paper describes
mechanisms to stretch arbitrary (orthogonal or polygonal) regions and multiple focuses, which
fisheye view does not support.
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